
2017 – 2018 Bethlehem Township Bulldogs Wrestling – Policies 
 

Daily communication: 
 
We will utilize an online website and associated mobile app to maintain communication with parents and coaches.  The 
practice calendar, match schedule, directions, team activities (picture day, etc), and all handouts will be posted on the site 
/ app.  Additionally, any practice / match cancellations due to inclement weather will be posted on this site and automated 
messages will be distributed via email.  
 
Website Link:  http://www.btaabulldogs.com/page/show/3630249-wrestling-2017-2018-?subseason=440672 
 
The Mobile App is available for free download via your app store.  Just search for “SportsEngine”.  
 
After logging into your account through the mobile app the first time, you will need to search for and then select our 
wrestling team.  To locate the team, you will need to supply the following Team ID when performing a search: 
1684074.  After you select our team, you can then mark the team as a favorite.  
 
League Information: 
 
The Valley Elementary Youth Wrestling League website is located at http://www.vewl.org/ 
 
You can view league wrestling results and documents at this site. 
 
Attendance: 
 
Attendance at all practices and matches is expected.  Your teammates are counting on you.  There are no penalties for 
missing practice, but if it becomes excessive we will have to address it on a case by case basis.  
 
If a wrestler is truly sick, please do not come to practice.  We do not want to spread sickness throughout the team.  
 
Any wrestler that cannot make it to practice must call or e-mail the head coach before practice.  
 
Any wrestler that can not make it to a match should inform the head coach as soon as it is known, so alternate 
arrangements can be made to fill the weight class.  Please keep in mind that because wrestlers must get weighed in as 
much notice as possible will be appreciated by another wrestler that now must make weight. 
 
Practice: 
The normal weekly schedule is: 

● Monday: Novice 6:00 - 7:00 / JV & Varsity 6:00 – 7:45 
● Tuesday: Novice 6:00 - 7:00 / JV & Varsity 6:00 – 7:45 
● Thursday: Novice 6:00 - 7:00 / JV & Varsity 6:00 – 7:45 

 
Varsity and JV: (high school wrestling room) 
 
Exhibition (novice wrestlers): Novice wrestlers will usually warm up with team then split and use our downstairs room 
for practice. 
 
If school is cancelled or has early dismissal due to weather, practice is automatically cancelled since the buildings 
are closed. 
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Parents Attendance at Practice: 
 
To reduce or eliminate distractions we ask that you get your wrestler ready for practice and either leave or stay out in the 
designated area of the hallway outside the wrestling room.  To avoid distractions, the upstairs wrestling room doors will 
be closed during practice.  The downstairs room doors will remain open but all parents must sit in the hallway and watch 
from the door. 
 
 
Getting Ready For Practice: 
 
Please do not bring footballs, soccer balls, kickballs or any other small balls to wrestling practice.  Full blown tackle or 
tag football will not be allowed in the wrestling room.  There are kids on the team ranging in age from pre K – 6 grade 
and 40 – 150 lbs and there are safety concerns.  We are also responsible for damage to lights in the wrestling room that 
can occur when throwing balls around.  If you are ready for practice early please sit quietly or start stretching out or 
warming up. 
 
Wrestlers should be ready to start practice at 6:00 sharp.  They should be in the wrestling room with their head gear and 
have gone to the restroom if needed.  Five minutes into practice is not the time to decide you need to go to the 
bathroom.  Please discuss this with your child before coming to practice. 
 
Issue resolution: 
 
If any issue or concern arises throughout the year please bring it to the attention of the respective coach (James Ciaccia 
for Varsity / JV) or Keith Aurin (novices).  We can discuss the issue and quickly get it resolved.  We would like the 
opportunity to correct and resolve any issues that come up, but we cannot do that if we do not know about it.  It is best to 
contact us before or after practice or call us.  During practice is not a good time unless it involves something like an 
injury. 
 
If an issue can not be resolved with the head coach and coordinator (Keith Aurin), the issue can be discussed with the 
BTAA Bulldogs executive board. 
 
Match Day: 
 
Arrival time: 
 
Wrestlers should arrive at the gym no later than 15 minutes before the published weigh-in time for each match. 
Weigh-ins will start promptly at the scheduled time, which will be posted on the website and available through the mobile 
app.  Failure to arrive on time for weigh-ins can result in your child not being able to wrestle that match.  Please allow 
extra time if it is the first time you are going to a new school. 
 
Match conduct: 
 
Wrestlers and parents are expected to act in a respectful way at all times when they are representing the Bulldogs. 
Wrestlers and parents should not address or argue with referees, other coaches, parents or opponents.   Wrestlers should 
shake hands with their opponent at the completion of every match win or lose and act in a sportsman like manner.  
 
Directions:   Directions to away matches will be provided and posted on the web site and available through the mobile 
app. 
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Equipment / Uniforms: 
 
Each wrestler will be issued a singlet, t-shirt, shorts and a bag.  Singlets and shorts can be worn to and from the matches, 
but should only be worn on match days.  The bag issued can be used for matches and practices.  The t-shirts issued will 
be yours to keep.  The Bulldogs organization requires a $100 deposit before each wrestler can be issued a uniform. 
Please make a check out to B.T.A.A. and turn it into the coaches when the uniforms are handed out.  Checks will be held 
and not cashed.  At the end of the year when uniforms are handed in the checks will be returned or destroyed.  All 
singlets, shorts and bags must be returned at the conclusion of the season. 
 
We have had issues with the wrestlers mixing up uniforms in the past at matches.  We will be putting numbers on the 
singlets, t-shirts and shorts.  There will also be a tag on the bags with the wrestlers name and assigned number.  Please do 
not remove the tags.  Please point out to your child what number uniform he has and where to find the number, so on 
match days he can gather up his own uniform after wrestling. 
 
Headgear – each wrestler will be responsible for purchasing their own headgear and must bring it to each practice.  No 
wrestler will be allowed to wrestle in practice or a match without a headgear.  Headgear can be purchased at local sports 
stores. 
 
Shoes - each wrestler will be responsible for purchasing their own wrestling shoes and must bring them to wear at each 
practice.  No street shoes will be allowed to be worn on the wrestling mats because of the possibility of getting the mats 
dirty and bringing in diseases.  Wrestling shoes should be put on at practice not at home.  Shoes can be purchased at local 
sports stores. 
 
Socks, knee pads, etc. are the responsibility of the individual wrestlers. 
 
No jewelry, chains, bracelets etc. are allowed to be worn in practice or in matches.  This is a league rule. 
 
Weight Classes: 
 
League by-laws require that we must fill our varsity spots before filling JV or exhibition spots.  We can not have 
wrestlers at a given weight for JV and not varsity.  
 
Weights: 46, 50, 54, 58, 61, 64, 67, 70, 73, 76, 80, 85, 90, 95, 105, 120, 160 
 
Each wrestler must make the lowest weight he will wrestle at during at least one match before the Christmas break.  A 
one pound growth allowance is given in January and again in February.  For example in January the 46 pound weight 
class will be 47 and in February the weight class will be 48.  In the end of the year tournament a wrestler must wrestle at 
a weight which he has wrestled at least 50% of his matches or at a higher weight due to weight gain.  
 
Eliminations: 
 
One of the unique things about wrestling is that the coaches do not pick the team and dictate playing time.  A wrestler is 
in charge of his own destiny through hard work and skill development.  Wrestlers will compete against other wrestlers in 
their own weight class to determine who is Varsity, JV and exhibition. 
 
Our league rules dictate that if a boy wrestles 50% of his matches at varsity he is not eligible to wrestle JV at the end of 
the year tournament.  We want all the boys to wrestle in at least one of the tournaments (varsity, JV or exhibition), so we 
will allow eliminations to continue for about the first half of the season until we get to the point where varsity wrestlers 
will become ineligible for the JV tournament if they lose.  At this point eliminations will be frozen for a given weight 
class.  
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Before eliminations occur each wrestler must be within 2 pounds of the weight he is eliminating at.  This is to prevent 
wrestlers from eliminating at too low a weight and then being unable to make the real weight for a match.  
 
Elimination matches will be run like real matches with periods 1, 1.5, 1.5. 
 
After the first week of eliminations once the varsity and JV lineups are set a lower ranking wrestler must beat a higher 
ranking wrestler two times to claim his spot.  An exhibition wrestler must first beat the JV wrestler before being allowed 
to challenge the varsity wrestler. 
 
No coaching or cheering is allowed during eliminations – we are all on the same team. 
 
Eliminations will typically take place on normal practice days.  However, depending on the number of kids signed up and 
the number of matches that are needed the coaches might choose to have eliminations on additional nights to minimize 
the disruption to teaching and training the entire team.  Your understanding in having to bring your wrestler to eliminate 
on nights in addition to the regular scheduled practices will be appreciated. 
 
All wrestlers should eliminate at least the first week that eliminations are held.  It is then up to each wrestler if they want 
to challenge the wrestler ranked above them the following week.  
 
No coach shall be the head referee in a match that his son is wrestling in. 
 
Parents are permitted in the wrestling room to observe eliminations, but absolutely no coaching or cheering will be 
permitted. 
 
Please keep in mind that we are in a very competitive league and even though a wrestler has earned a spot in eliminations 
the coaches will move our lineup based on matchups to give the overall team the best advantage to win.  Every wrestler 
will always receive a competitive match to the best of our ability. 
 
Volunteers: 
 
As with all youth sports in our township, the wrestling program is successful through the hard work of the wrestlers and 
also the parents.  There are many tasks that need to be done to have a successful wrestling season and we need every ones 
help.  Please consider donating your time to help with the following activities: 
 
Team mom , Assistant coach, Announcer at the home matches, Keeping score book at all matches, Time keeper and 
scoreboard at home matches, Setup and teardown of mats, benches, etc at home matches. 
 
Medical: 
 
Doctor forms: 
 
The Bulldogs organization requires each participant in each sport to hand in a physical form signed by a doctor before the 
first practice.  Please hand in your physical form to the head coach or coordinator before or at the first practice. 
 
Hygiene: 
 
To prevent cuts and scratches during a match fingernails must be trimmed (this is a wrestling and wrestling league rule). 
At matches as part of weigh-ins the referee will check to see if each wrestlers nails are neatly trimmed to prevent him 
from scratching his opponent.  Please cut your child’s fingernails weekly throughout the season, so we do not have an 
issue on match day.  It would be helpful to keep nail clippers with you at matches in case your child needs his nails cut. 
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Hair needs to be generally neatly cut.  Hair can not extend past the eyebrows in the front, past the ear lobe on the side and 
past the collar in the back.  The hair must meet these lengths in the free state.  If hair does not meet the length 
requirements a legal hair cover must be worn.  Braids must be covered.  This is a Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic 
Association (PIAA) rule.  
 
To reduce or eliminate the possibility of skin infections the mats are regularly disinfected.  Wrestlers should always 
shower or take a bath when they go home after a practice or match.  Wearing T-shirts, shorts or under armor shirts that 
cover the skin better than singlets will help protect skin during practice.  
 
Policy regarding hair and finger nails: 
 
If the referee decides that a wrester is not ready to wrestle because of the length of their finger  nails or hair they will need 
to remain in the scale area with the coaches until weigh-ins are complete, so we can have all of them in one group.   After 
weigh-ins are complete we will take the group out to the gym and call the parents down from the stands and inform them 
of the issue that needs to be resolved.  Parents are expected to address the issue and are responsible for finding a 
coach to verify that the wrestler can wrestle.  No Bulldogs coach or member of any other team will be allowed to 
cut a wrestlers hair or fingernails.  Per the PIAA rule, until the issue is resolved the wrestler is ineligible to compete. 
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